In recent years there has been debate about whether squall lines have an ''optimal state.'' It has been repeatedly demonstrated that the slope of a squall line's convective region is related to the comparative magnitudes of the squall line's cold pool and the base-state vertical wind shear. The present work addresses a related assertion, that squall-line intensity ought to be maximized for an upright updraft zone. A simple demonstration shows that upright systems realize more of their buoyancy because their attendant downwarddirected perturbation pressure gradient accelerations are weaker.
Introduction
Squall-line maintenance and intensity have been studied for some time (e.g., Newton 1950) , with an emerging understanding that the convective region of many squall lines occurs along the downshear edge of their outflow boundaries. Early numerical experiments (e.g., Hane 1973; Thorpe et al. 1982) helped to quantify the impacts of vertical wind shear upon such squall lines. Decades of observations and simulations were reviewed by Rotunno et al. (1988, hereafter RKW88) , who advanced a compact theory for the interaction between squall-line cold pools and environmental shear. Looking back, their ''theory for strong, long-lived squall lines'' (often called ''RKW theory'') represented a paradigm shift. Although a number of scientists have quarreled about its details and applicability, there can be little argument that RKW theory has become a common reference point in squall-line dynamics.
RKW88 integrated the prognostic horizontal vorticity equation near a squall line's outflow boundary, showing that the two most important processes were baroclinic generation of horizontal vorticity by the cold pool and flux of horizontal vorticity associated with the environmental wind profile. They postulated that a squall line's optimal state would correspond to a perfectly upright updraft region, which reduced the problem to a balance between the cold pool's strength (quantified by C, its vertically integrated buoyancy) and the environmental shear (quantified by Du, the bulk vertical wind shear normal to the outflow boundary in the lower-middle troposphere).
Strictly speaking, RKW theory is ''a simple way of thinking about how low-level shear enhances the regeneration process'' (Weisman and Rotunno 2004, hereafter WR04) , that is, the triggering of new convective cells along the outflow boundary. Nevertheless, Weisman et al. (1988, hereafter WKR88) and WR04 substantiated RKW theory via simulations of deep, buoyant convection in varying environmental shear. This has led a number of authors (e.g., Stensrud et al. 2005; Bryan et al. 2006, hereafter BKP06 ) to wonder about the theory's overall applicability to squall-line structure and behavior. Ultimately, Weisman and Rotunno (2005) concurred that ''the true measure of the utility of the RKW concepts is in [their] ability to explain the full spectrum of observed convective-system organizations and evolutions . . .'' Repeated numerical experimentation (e.g., WKR88, Weisman 1992 , 1993 has shown that the overall slope of a squall line's convective region tends to be related to the ratio C/Du. When C/Du ,, 1 (i.e., when the shear is large or the cold pool has not yet become strong), these studies produce downshear-tilted systems. When C/Du .. 1 (i.e., when the shear is weak or the cold pool becomes quite strong), these studies produce upshear-tilted systems. When C/Du ' 1, these studies produce nearly upright convective regions.
Perhaps the most tenuous claim associated with the C/Du framework (and RKW theory) is that squall-line intensity should be maximized for the case of upright convection. It has been noted (e.g., Weisman 1993; Evans and Doswell 2001; Coniglio et al. 2004; Stensrud et al. 2005 ) that many intense, long-lived squall lines have C/Du .. 1, with system slopes that are far from upright. This led Stensrud et al. (2005) to wonder if the concept of an optimal state might be a ''red herring.'' Indeed, in the present author's experience, it is not usually obvious to students that a vertically oriented convective region should be preferable to one that is sloped. They often reason that, so long as the inflowing air is lifted to the level of free convection (LFC), a parcel's integrated vertical accelerations will be the same (under constant environmental CAPE). Some students suspect that a sloped system should be preferable because precipitation will not fall downward through the main updrafts. And yet, increasingly sophisticated numerical models continue to show that, as the state moves from C/Du .. 1 toward C/Du ' 1, metrics such as updraft velocity, total rainfall, and surface wind speed increase 1 (e.g., Fig. 7 of BKP06 ). The present work addresses why parcels in updraft zones with differing slopes (but identical buoyancy) experience different net accelerations. As is well known, simple parcel theory excludes entrainment of environmental air into the parcel as well as the contribution of the perturbation vertical pressure gradient to the vertical acceleration. Weisman (1992) showed that the detrimental effect of entrainment on buoyancy was lessened in upright systems because air parcels spent less time in the updraft region; however, it still may not be obvious why the parcels move more rapidly through the upright updraft in the first place. The present study focuses on the role of the perturbed pressure field. As reviewed by Doswell and Markowski (2004) , buoyancy cannot be considered alone because it is partly offset by the pressure perturbations that are always associated with it. Such offsetting can be substantial beneath sloped updrafts (e.g., Trier et al. 1997) . This article provides a simple demonstration that positively buoyant updrafts work against a weaker downwarddirected perturbation pressure gradient acceleration when the convective region is perfectly upright.
Review of buoyant pressure perturbations
An inviscid, irrotational, Boussinesq equation for vertical accelerations is
wherein the base-state density is r o 5 r o (z), buoyancy is B 5 2gr9/r o , and perturbation pressure is separated into dynamic and buoyant components ( p9 5 p9 D 1 p9 B ), much as reviewed by Klemp (1987) . Minus entrainment, the integrated B over the depth of an updraft is identical for parcels with the same CAPE. For this reason, we prescribe B and focus herein on the associated perturbation pressure field. A diagnostic equation for pressure perturbations can be obtained following the methods reviewed by Klemp (1987) :
where u is the 3D wind vector. The first term on the right-hand side of (2) is commonly called the dynamic term (describing = 2 p9 D ), and the second term on the right-hand side of (2) is commonly called the buoyant term (describing = 2 p9 B ). Typical flow fields associated with the dynamic pressure perturbation in squall lines have been discussed in the literature (e.g., Weisman 1993; Szeto and Cho 1994; Parker and Johnson 2004) . These dynamical effects resist idealization because a particular system slope may occur with a wide variety of updraft speeds in tandem with a wide variety of environmental wind profiles. Instead, the present work emphasizes the buoyant component of (2):
Following (3), p9 B is minimized (maximized) beneath (above) regions of positive buoyancy. In the 1D limit of ›/›x 5 ›/›y 5 0, (3) becomes a hydrostatic equation:
Here, we consider the direct impact of the slope of the convective region upon p9 B , and the resulting accelerations.
Impacts of system slope
In the interest of relating system slope to system intensity, we treat squall lines' convective regions as zones of positive buoyancy, with varying slope. For simplicity, precipitation, entrainment, and other higher-order features of mature squall lines are neglected. The present approach mimics the fundamental buoyant updraft structures commonly found in simulated squall lines, such as that shown in Fig. 1 [which is drawn from the 1 As many authors have pointed out, when C/Du ,, 1 due to large vertical shear, the ''intensity'' metrics become erratic because supercellular structures emerge. Supercell dynamics are beyond the scope of what RKW theory purports to explain.
high-resolution simulations of Bryan et al. (2007) ]. In the present study, the ''updraft'' is specified as a region of positive buoyancy that is 5 km wide in x, extends from 1 to 11 km in z, and has a central axis that is either upright or leans westward with height. The buoyancy field inside this region is specified via the function
The role of system tilt is explored by varying the central axis from perfectly upright through a slope of 10:40, with the integrated buoyancy of the updraft remaining unchanged from case to case. This technique produces the buoyancy fields shown in Figs. 2a, c, e (shaded) , which compare reasonably with the buoyant updraft zone of the full-physics simulation shown in Fig. 1 . Tests using other depths, widths, and buoyancy amplitudes in (5) produced the same qualitative results.
To obtain p9 B we solve (3) on an 80 km 3 20 km domain, using a 200-m grid spacing and (4) as a boundary condition. Dynamic effects (p9 D ) are neglected, and the problem is treated as 2D (i.e., how RKW theory is traditionally cast). This makes the present results most applicable to squall lines with C/Du $ 1; when C/Du ,, 1 owing to strong vertical wind shear, 3D supercellular structures emerge (WKR88; WR04; BKP06; etc.) and the updraft forcing due to p9 D becomes quite important (e.g., Klemp 1987) . Buoyancy is offset by p9 B to a somewhat greater degree in 2D than in 3D (e.g., Murray 1970; Soong and Ogura 1973) , but the effect of system slope is qualitatively the same.
The general sense of the p9 B solutions can be gleaned from the left column of Fig. 2 . In each case, positive (negative) pressure perturbations exist above (below) the updraft's centerline. For increasingly shallow system slope, p9 B becomes smaller in magnitude but more extensive in x (left column of Fig. 2 ). The differing p9 B fields influence the resulting total vertical accelerations (right column in Fig. 2) . In each case, the downward-directed perturbation pressure gradient acceleration partially offsets buoyancy, such that the total vertical acceleration (Dw/Dt, right column of Fig. 2) is less than the buoyancy itself.
The magnitude of Dw/Dt remains large for the upright system and becomes much smaller as the system slope becomes shallower (right column of Fig. 2) . The explanation is as follows. Based on (3), the ›/›z(r o B) field determines the position and sharpness of localized extrema in p9 B . As the updraft slope becomes shallower, both the magnitude and the horizontal footprint of ›/›z(r o B) increase, while the distance between the upper and lower zones of nonzero ›/›z(r o B) decreases (left column of Fig. 3) . Therefore, the pressure extrema are sharper, closer in height, and more laterally extensive. This increases the downward perturbation pressure gradient acceleration (right column of Fig. 3 ), which offsets more of the updraft's buoyancy. Increasing horizontal elongation of the updraft zone enhances this effect until the limit of a purely horizontal buoyancy zone with infinite width, which yields a truly hydrostatic solution (Dw/Dt 5 0, i.e., total cancellation of buoyancy) as discussed in section 2.
Because the net ''path length'' changes with the slope, an integrated measure of updraft parcels' accelerations is useful. The calculations in Table 1 follow an air parcel along each updraft's central axis (where B is maximized at every height) from z 5 1 km through z 5 11 km (i.e., the base through the top of the buoyancy zone). For an air parcel whose vertical accelerations are driven only by buoyancy (first row of Table 1), the time for ascent Dt is 887 s, with a resulting increase in vertical velocity Dw of 34.7 m s 21 , regardless of the system's slope. This underscores the original point that, in idealized parcel theory, only the integrated buoyancy counts. For the upright system the vertical gradient of p9 B is small (Figs.  2a and 3b) , so the system still realizes most of its buoyancy, and Dt and Dw change very little (Table 1) . The same holds for systems that are nearly upright (e.g., the 10:1 case, Table 1 ). However, as slopes become shallower, the time scale for ascent increases and parcel vertical velocity decreases substantially (Table 1) .
Discussion
These results are basic, yet robust; indeed, Trier et al. (1997) noted similar relationships among sloped updrafts' buoyancy, p9 B , and Dw/Dt in a full-physics, 3D squall line simulation. Even so, it is probably too idealistic to treat a squall line simply as a sloped slab of buoyancy. First,
FIG. 1. Buoyancy (m s
22 ) within a high resolution squall-line simulation by Bryan et al. (2007) . The domain and time of this plot are identical to those shown in Fig. 4 of Bryan et al. (2007) . Buoyancy is here computed relative to the preline environment at x 5 220 km. This plot was kindly provided by G. Bryan. (from top to bottom) System that is perfectly upright, system with moderate slope (10:15), and system with shallow slope (10:40). In all cases the dynamic part of the pressure perturbation is neglected in computing the accelerations. Note: the aspect ratio is not 1:1 (the plots are horizontally expanded). ). (from top to bottom) System that is perfectly upright (cf. first row of Fig. 2) , system with moderate slope (cf. second row of Fig. 2 ), and system with shallow slope (cf. third row of Fig. 2) . Note: the aspect ratio is not 1:1 (the plots are horizontally expanded).
squall lines have cold pools. The introduction of a realistic cold pool at the surface has little overall impact on the computed updraft accelerations (Fig. 4) . Inclusion of a cold pool slightly increases the upward accelerations in the lowest levels (including below 1 km AGL beneath the updraft base). Interestingly, however, inclusion of a cold pool actually hinders the sloped updrafts farther aloft (the peak in Dw/Dt decreases by 13% in the 10:15 case; cf. Figs. 2d and 4b ). This decline is due to a broadening in the below-updraft pressure minimum (cf. Figs. 2c and 4a) in response to the expansive low-level cold pool [atop which ›/›z(r o B) . 0]. From the present perspective, the cold pool's role in the problem is primarily to determine the system slope; it does not contribute much to the net vertical accelerations within the positively buoyant updraft region itself.
A second admitted simplification is that the idealized buoyancy zone used here most closely resembles the temporally and spatially averaged structure of a squall line. Fovell and Tan (1998) showed that, within this structure, individual buoyant bubbles develop and then detach from a squall line's gust front updraft (such a bubble appears here in Fig. 1 at x 5 204 km, z 5 5 km) . In the present treatment, embedding a smaller-scale bubble within the system uniformly increases the upward accelerations in both the upright and sloped cases, such that the total accelerations are still largest in the upright system (by a margin that is almost identical to that in Fig. 2) . Overall, the upright systems continue to most fully realize their potential buoyancy, even as details are added to the treatment. Notably, James et al. (2005) showed that squall lines become increasingly ''slabular'' as C increases, such that embedded bubbles are less pronounced. This further supports the original approach (e.g., Fig. 2 ) as a suitable approximation for strongly sloped squall lines with C/Du .. 1, reinforcing the assertion that such systems are suboptimal. TABLE 1. Elapsed time of ascent and maximal updraft speeds for a hypothetical parcel under a progression of system slopes. An air parcel is initialized along the central axis of the updraft at z 5 1 km (i.e., the bottom edge of the region of positive buoyancy). The initial vertical velocity is specified as w 5 1 m s 21 , which ensures that the parcel can overcome any weak downward accelerations near the lower edge of the updraft (e.g., in the lower-right corner of Fig. 2f) . The parcel velocity and position are advanced using a 1-s time step, with bilinear interpolation for the acceleration vectors (using the data shown in Fig. 2) . Parcels are assumed to ascend along the central axis at every height. The calculations are carried forward until the parcel arrives at z 5 11 km (i.e., the top edge of the region of positive buoyancy). The system slopes are expressed as the ratio of dz:dx for the centerline (a perfectly upright system has a slope of '; a perfectly horizontal axis would have a slope of 0).
Case/slope
Dt for ascent (s) Dw (m s The smaller Dw in a sloped, hydrometeor-free updraft zone (Table 1) is reason enough to consider such squall lines ''suboptimal.'' Other studies have noted additional, higher-order processes. WKR88 discussed system slope and p9 B (p. 1998) but mainly attributed the weaker downward perturbation pressure gradient acceleration in upright convective columns to the increase in hydrometeor loading. Weisman (1992 Weisman ( , 1993 noted the limitations of thermal buoyancy in describing squall-line strength but primarily emphasized hydrometeor loading and entrainment as factors that reduce buoyancy ( p9 B was discussed mainly in terms of generating the rear-inflow jet). Although precipitation and entrainment were neglected in the present treatment, their impact upon updraft buoyancy could be simply included by decreasing the amplitude and modifying the shape of the specified buoyancy zone. The slope of the buoyancy field itself is viewed here as the basic, first-order influence on squallline intensity due to its impact on both the magnitude and horizontal span of ›/›z(r o B).
Conclusions
Numerous researchers have shown that system slope is related to the strength of a squall line's cold pool, but there has been disagreement about the relevance of this slope. The present analysis is consistent with the claim that an optimal squall line ought to be upright. All other things being equal (e.g., identical environmental CAPE), upright systems profit the most from their buoyancy. The physical reasoning is that as a system becomes more horizontally sloped, a greater fraction of its buoyancy is offset by a downward perturbation pressure gradient acceleration. This primary effect causes upright convective regions to have stronger updrafts than those with a shallow slope. In nature, changes to hydrometeor loading and entrainment in sloped updrafts are probably also important (e.g., WKR88; Weisman 1992). In the present treatment, these effects would simply entail a change in the amplitude and shape of the specified system's buoyancy, but would not change the fundamental finding that upright systems most fully realize their potential buoyancy.
